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Abstract: The rich traditional rituals of Orthodox Christian life locate
persons within a particular community of knowers and their experience of
God. Orthodox rituals educate believers regarding central Christian truths.
Such rituals are unique in their ability to clarify and to communicate the
certainty, trustworthiness, and Orthodoxy of the information conveyed.
The educational role of Orthodox rituals is foundational to their ability to
convey meaning and to bind the Christian community through time and
space, while also orienting believers towards God. As I argue, it is by
praying rightly that we come to believe correctly. If, instead, one first
decides what one believes and then creates rituals to celebrate those
particular beliefs, one will no longer affirm Orthodox Christianity’s
knowledge of God and His commands. Wrongly oriented rituals distort
essential truths and disorient us from God. Consequently, as the rituals
proper to traditional Christian life are marginalized, the underlying
community of belief, its spiritual and moral life, is undermined as well.
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1. Introduction
Christianity’s knowledge of reality is not properly known through
a philosophical search for the guidelines for human conduct in the
general tendencies of nature, nor does it attempt to justify rational
principles open to all through sound rational argument. Indeed, such a
rationalistic moral project is misguided, if it hopes to establish a
universal set of binding moral norms1. Christians must recognize the
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truth of the fourth century adage: “if you are a theologian, you will pray
truly. And if you pray truly, you are a theologian”2. The foundation of
all correctly oriented Christian belief is a life rooted in right ritual; that
is, right worship and appropriate asceticism, always directed towards a
personal and loving God. Properly to understand the right, the good, the
virtuous, and the just, one must first turn to God and come to know
Him. There is no universally available moral law accessible outside of
faith knowable by virtue of good philosophical arguments.
This paper explores ways in which the rich traditional rituals of
Orthodox Christian life locate persons within a particular community of
knowers and their experience of the one God. Here, Orthodox worship
and aesthetic practices educate believers regarding Christianity’s central
truths. Properly lived, such rituals are unique in their ability to clarify
and to communicate the certainty, trustworthiness, and Orthodoxy of the
information conveyed. The educational role of Orthodox rituals is
foundational to their ability to convey meaning and to orient believers
towards God. As I argue, it is by praying rightly that we come to believe
correctly. If one inverts this relationship, deciding first what one
believes and then creating a ritual life to celebrate those particular
beliefs, one will no longer affirm Orthodox Christianity’s knowledge of
God. Similarly, if one transforms Christian rituals and practices to more
closely mirror particular political interests or personal preferences, then
one will orient believers towards those ideological points of view, rather
than towards God. Wrongly oriented rituals distort essential truths and
disorient us from God. Consequently, as the rituals proper to traditional
Christian life are marginalized, the underlying community of belief, its
morality and spirituality, are undermined as well.
2. Rituals: An Experiential Epistemology
Traditional Christian epistemology is primarily rooted within
cardinal ritual practices of worship, prayer, and ascetic discipline,
rather than intellectual argument. Richly textured Orthodox Christian
rituals are lived experiential practices; they embody a way of life that
2
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communicates knowledge of God and His commands, reminds us of
key relationships, and orients us towards an interaction with reality
beyond the ability of rational analysis to conceptualize. Such rituals
express canonical understandings regarding our relationship with God,
as well as the origin and meaning of the cosmos, and of man’s place
within it. They convey essential understandings, create meaning, and
bind the Orthodox community together through time and space.
Together, such richly laden ritual practices embody an experiential
epistemology.
Christianity is a religion of worship. To know truly, one must
correctly orient oneself towards God; that is, one must worship rightly.
As Fr. Georges Florovsky makes the point:
“Christianity is a liturgical religion… The Church is first of all a
worshipping community. Worship comes first, doctrine and discipline
second. The lex orandi [law of prayer] has a privileged priority in the
life of Christians. The lex credendi [law of belief] depends upon the
devotional experience and vision of the Church”3.
The Church Fathers routinely testify to the necessity of an indepth practice of knowing God, through Christian worship and life.
Consider, for example, St. Peter of Damaskos (11th century): “Through
the wisdom and indwelling of the Holy Spirit and through adoption to
sonship we are crucified with Christ and buried with Him, and we rise
with Him and ascend with Him spiritually by imitating His way of life
in this world”4. It is through right worship that Christians seek and come
to know Truth, where Truth is not a “what” but a Who: the one God.
Humans are created to worship God and to come to know Him.
This core reality frames all of Christian life. Rightly oriented
ritual worship sustains traditional Christian belief and culture. Here, the
central epistemic vantage point is to be found in the union of the
Christian assembly in the liturgy, where liturgical prayer is the mystical
union of the community with God. As Engelhardt puts it: “Eucharistic
3
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liturgical prayer is the unity of the community with God”5. The Divine
Liturgy connects cosmic history and human achievement with God,
grounding the moral and religious life of the Christian community.
Worship and doctrine go hand in hand. To learn properly, one must
stand in God’s presence. As Florovsky notes:
”…[T]he unity of doctrine and worship is strongly stressed. The
doctrine itself is here not so much a doctrine taught in the classroom, as
a doctrine proclaimed in the temple – theology speaks more from the
pulpit than from the desk. …The fullness of the theological thought of
the church is thrown into the worship”6.
Such an epistemic experience is liturgical, not in the sense of
studying liturgics, but in engaging in rightly oriented ritual worship.
This focus on the liturgy is central, Engelhardt argues, because
knowledge of God and His commands, including understanding our
moral obligations, requires us to change. The role of the traditional
ascetic disciplines (e.g., prayer, fasting, alms-giving, frequent
confession, and repentance) is to aid in the development of spiritual
discipline, as one learns to set aside one’s own passions and desires so
as to acquire a will in union with God. Rightly oriented and guided,
such practices can be spiritually therapeutic: engaging in action which
changes oneself and leads one closer to God, treats the soul and cures
the effects of sin so that one can learn to judge rightly. For our salvation
we must come into union with God, which requires not just living a
morally upright life, but a life transformed by God. As Engelhardt notes:
”[To] enter worthily into the Liturgy, into communion, the soul
must first be prepared ascetically. Traditional Christian bioethics is
spiritually therapeutic, liturgical, and Eucharistic, because true moral
knowledge comes from union with God, which can only be achieved
after spiritual therapy, after freeing the heart from passions, and because
the Christian community achieves, celebrates, and ratifies that union in
liturgical worship, all of which conveys theological knowledge”7.
Such an experiential foundation is central to knowledge of God
and His commands.
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Even appropriate moral decision making is clarified, taught and
understood through Christian prayer and worship. For example,
Orthodox prayers recognize the hierarchical nature of God’s creation,
which authorizes the use of animals to benefit humans. The ritual
blessing of flesh meats at Pascha, for example, gives particular
expression to man’s place in creation, specifically referencing the
blessing to eat the flesh of animals8. Those who deny the hierarchical
nature of creation, arguing for the equality of humans and animals, seek
to create a moral reality separate from the Church and its ritual prayer
life. As another example, in the liturgy of St. Basil we pray: “O God,
who knowest the age and the name of each, and knowest every man
even from his mother’s womb”9, which indicates a strong foundational
basis for forbidding abortion. God knows us as persons even from our
mother’s womb.
Orthodox rituals embed participants within powerful and
illuminating experiences, educating regarding the concepts and
categories necessary appropriately to encounter and to know the world.
Such rituals are not merely descriptive or evaluative but performative.
They mark new social status and ontological changes. With the
ordination of a priest, for example, the man does not simply take on a
new career; instead, the reality of his life is changed. As a priest of God
his obligations and duties, responsibilities, and abilities are now
profoundly different. Consider also the ways in which Orthodox
families frame life within essential religious understandings, orienting
children and adults alike to particular ways of knowing the world, of
understanding the nature and meaning of the cosmos. Through routine
prayer, fasting, liturgy and other appropriate rituals children learn piety;
„Look down, O Lord Jesus Christ our God, upon these flesh-meats, and sanctify them, as
thou didst sanctify the ram which faithful Abraham offered unto thee, and the lamb
which Abel brought unto thee as a burnt-offering... so may we also, enjoy these things
which are sanctified and blessed by thee, to the nourishment of us all. For thou art our
true nourishment, and the Giver of all good things, and unto thee we ascribe glory;
together with thy Father who is from everlasting, and thine all-holy, and good, and
lifegiving Spirit: now and ever, and unto ages of ages”, Antiochian Orthodox Christian
Archdiocese of North America, Service Book of the Holy Orthodox-Catholic Apostolic
Church, transl. by Isabel Florence Hapgood, Englewood Hills, Antiochian Orthodox
Christian Archdiocese, 1996, p. 120.
9 Ibidem, p. 109. See also, ENGELHARDT, 2000, op cit., p. 192-193.
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spiritual and moral discipline; proper virtue, such as humility (e.g.,
submitting to the authority of their parents and learning to fast); and
love (e.g., watching the love of their parents for each other and for their
children). As parents tithe to their church and take care of others,
children learn about Christian charity. By watching the marriage of their
parents and attending Orthodox weddings, children learn rightly
oriented love and sexuality. Moreover, throughout the year, the
liturgical calendar guides daily life; it draws Christians into mystical
participation in a life with Christ, reminding them of when, how, with
whom, and to Whom to pray. Those who keep the traditional fasts and
feasts of the Church, for example, are reminded at each meal that they
must live as observant Christians.
Such rituals show us how to see and how to know. They tutor
children and recent converts, who must learn what it is that they are
encountering, all the while orienting believers towards God. Over time
the lessons are internalized, such that those who live within Orthodoxy
come to see, interpret and appreciate the world as Orthodox Christians.
These rituals tied to proper forms of prayer, asceticism and worship,
mystically unfold the abundance of divinely revealed truths, teaching
Christians how best to live, how to understand and to seek the good, as
well as how properly to fulfill substantial duties to themselves and
others. Christians must learn that they are set apart; though they live and
work in the world, they must not embrace the secular or other religious
assumptions of the surrounding culture. Given time and proper habits,
one is taught how rightly to see the world and to know God. This fabric
of Orthodox Christian liturgical and daily prayers, feast days and fasting
periods, dietary regimens, and other important pieties, subtly directs
worshippers through a web of rituals, habits, and taken-for-granted
dispositions, sustaining a community of belief – a distinctly Orthodox
Christian culture – across generations.
3. Morality without Rightly Ordered Ritual
All of morality must be appreciated in terms of our relationship
with God; every other attempt will fall short of the mark. Without God
as the foundation the character of normative claims is radically deflated.
Human experience is fragmented into numerous subjective and
intersubjective accounts of reality. Absent God, there is no way to step
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outside of one’s own particular experience to know reality in itself. As a
result, there is also no way to talk about an unconditioned perspective
on morality. Without God, all moral claims are set within our own
personal intuitions, cultural interests, or political objectives, each of
which is also always socially, culturally, and historically conditioned. In
such circumstances, morality is necessarily fragmented into numerous
perspectives with no in principle method for choosing among the
various possible alternatives. Without the ability to appeal to
unconditioned moral meaning or to an unconditioned absolute
perspective on reality to secure a canonical moral perspective, there can
be no moral truth per se. There are only the particular moral intuitions
that different persons affirm. This is why, for example, choices that
Christianity knows to raise central spiritual concerns, such as sexual
experimentation, abortion, and assisted suicide, are no longer
appreciated as serious matters for secular morality. Each has been
deflated and demoralized into lifestyle and death-style choices. Without
access to a fully objective account of being, without God, humans create
their own criteria for truth and, as a result, morality becomes plural.
The same is true with regard to appeals to one’s conscience, which
has come to represent independent access to moral truth. There is always
the real danger that one will be misled by one’s passions or an errant
underlying intellectual and moral culture. Consider, for example, Pope
Francis, who in his Evangelii Gaudium implausibily concluded that
“Non-Christians, by God’s gracious initiative, when they are faithful to
their own consciences, can live ‘justified by the grace of God,’ and thus
be associated to the paschal mystery of Jesus Christ”10. Francis made no
reference to an appropriately objective standard through which to judge
the propriety of one’s choices, or of the serious need to repent for having
followed one’s conscience to inappropriate ends. No mention was made
of the fact that much of the “good” which the secular world uses to guide
individual conscientious choice, Christianity knows to be sinful. The
background culture of the Western world affirms sinful lifestyles that
sustain selfish and inappropriate human passions, thereby darkening
man’s intellect and his capacity to know truly.
In short, it is not enough simply to reason well or to have a good
10
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conscience. Without first knowing God, our concerns for the right, the
good, the virtuous, and the just will be distorted by human passions.
Accounts of the moral life that do not properly recognize our
relationship with the Creator will always be at best one-sided and
incomplete, if not misguided. The priority of first knowing God is
reflected in the order of the two great commandments. “You shall love
the Lord your God with all of your heart, with all your soul, and with
all your mind” (Matt 22:37). This first commandment requires that we
turn initially to God, because it is only in terms of this foundational
orientation that the truth of any other choice can be correctly
determined. If we don’t first love God rightly, we will not know what
it means properly and non-perversely to “love your neighbor as
yourself” (Matt 22:38). To place our interests in the concerns of this
world, such as passionate claims regarding equality and social justice,
is to ignore the Pauline warning about the distorting consequences of
worshipping “the creature rather than the Creator” (Rom 1:25). Love
of one’s neighbor without properly loving God will always to some
extent be problematic (Rom 1:20). We may simply encourage our
neighbors towards sin.
Here, it important to note that shifts in ritual practices typically
signal important changes in religious understandings. The Orthodox
marriage ritual, for example, is a performative act that is not reducible to
an exchange of promises or to a contractual relationship among persons.
Because of God’s blessing of the marriage of man and woman, it
provides the remedy for sexual passions and desires that would
otherwise be misdirected11. Holy matrimony is a divine institution.
However, when individuals live outside of the traditional rituals of
married life, they are no longer nurtured regarding morally appropriate
sexual relationships. Once society began to affirm only the very thin
11
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rituals of individual consent, asserting the goods of sexual pleasure
among consenting partners, sexual experimentation became the takenfor-granted norm. The dominant culture of the West ceased to recognize
the unbroken Traditional Christian understanding to place all carnal
sexual activity within the relationship of husband and wife. Marriage
rituals changed to follow: wedding ceremonies are often no more than a
public celebration of whatever lifestyle choices the particular couple
embraces.
For example, the Presbyterian USA Book of Common Prayer was
revised in 2018 to include a new inclusive marriage ceremony for the
joining of same sex couples. The Episcopal Church’s marriage ritual no
longer refers to bride and groom, but rather to “N.N. and N.N.” so as to
provide a “gender neutral” wedding practice. The ceremony focuses on
the commitment that the two individuals make to each other:
“…we have come together today with N. N. and N. N., to witness
the vows they make, committing themselves to one another. Forsaking
all others, they will bind themselves to one another in a covenant of
mutual fidelity and steadfast love, remaining true to one another in
heart, body, and mind, as long as they both shall live”12.
As marriage rituals are transformed to express this progressive
social perspective, they jettison Traditional Christianity.
Other Western religious movements have gone further. The
Episcopal Church recently adopted a “Service of Renaming”13, for
example, to give a transgender individual a new name to match the
gender identity that he or she has chosen. The Unitarian Universalists
have a ritual for a “Transgender Rite of Passage” during which the
community commits themselves to ever greater support of transgender,
gender queer, and gender non-conforming persons14. The Women’s
Ordination Movement, an organization of Roman Catholics, encourages
people to pray in the name of “God, our mother and father, creator of
women in your own image…”15. They seek to set up their own
understanding of God; to reorient individuals towards a new and
12
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different theological reality. Their rituals embrace a female clergy as
well as other ecumenical forms of spirituality. Such syncretic blendings
of peculiar personal beliefs together with progressive political ideology
ritualistically creates new “spiritual” realities.
Yet, wrongly oriented worship and ascetic practices are spiritually
harmful. As Romans 1:20-31 makes clear, the failure to worship
correctly leads to a darkening of the heart; a failure to know truly
regarding our moral and spiritual obligations. Those who fail to turn
properly to God will also fail correctly to appreciate His commands,
because they have blinded themselves to Him. When persons adjust the
content and orientation of their prayer lives to map onto new ideas or
progressive political agendas, they signal that they no longer properly
recognize the God Who is. Such rituals celebrate the moral content that
individuals establish for themselves. Rituals that are wrongly oriented
distort our understanding of God and His commands.
5. Conclusion
Philosophical argument cannot remedy what ails our fallen and
broken world. Outside of rightly oriented faith, there is no reliable
philosophical road to truth. Orthodox Christianity carries with it a very
particular way of life, marked by observances throughout the year,
which are themselves not a mere matter of social convention. Rather,
these ritual practices locate humans within Christian communal time
and the history of salvation. Such day-to-day practices are likely much
more important than intellectual arguments or appeals to conscience for
sustaining a culture of rightly oriented belief that directs persons
towards God. Together such pieties and ritual practices support a
distinctly Christian culture and its moral practices through time. One
comes to know truly by living fully nested within cardinal ritual
practices of prayer and worship. Orthodox Christianity requires seeing
the world as the Holy Fathers did; worshipping and believing as one
with ancient Christianity. It requires nothing less than a turning of the
heart fully to God. By praying rightly, embedded within right ritual, we
learn to free our hearts from passion so as to be illumined by God and
united with Him16. As illustrated, rightly oriented ritual worship grounds
16
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the morality and religious life of the Christian community; it is essential
to sustaining traditional Christian belief and culture. To sustain itself
through time and rightly to know God, Christianity must be more than a
coherent philosophical system, code of laws, or set of ethical beliefs
grounded in a particular moral anthropology or understanding of natural
law17. The foundation of one’s life must be embedded in right ritual,
right worship, so as to be properly oriented towards God and to enter
into relationship with Him.
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